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Garment Workers in Haiti Fight Exploitation
by One Struggle

Rapid Response Network Committee

(Names have been changed to protect the iden-

tities ofunion organizers).

The garment industry is a global web of

nightmares, where suppliers compete to of-

fer their products at the lowest possible cost to

stores like Walmart, The Gap and J.C. Penney.

This means starvation wages and unsafe conditions

for the people working in sweatshops, the people

who stitch, press and fold the t-shirts, pants and

dresses that wind up on the shelves ofUS stores.

In October 2012, several members of One Strug-

gle met in Port-au-Prince, Haiti with about 40

members ofSOTA (Union of Textile and Apparel

Workers) and SOKOWA (Union of Workers at

CODEVI Free Trade Zone in Ouanaminthe)

—

autonomous trade unions organized through Ba-

tay Ouvriye (Worker’s Struggle).

Many ofthem produce clothing for familiar brands

including Cherokee and Hanes. Haitian garment

workers receive the industry’s lowest wages in the

hemisphere: 200 gourdes, or less than $5 per day.
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Workers stage a protest rally at the SONAP1 Industrial Park (Port-au-Prince, Haiti)
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According to a 2008 Worker Rights Consortium

study, a family of one working member and two

continued on page 4

Students Resist

FAU Selling Out to

Private Prison

GEO Group (formerly Wackenhut) is a pri-

vate firm that runs more than a hundred

for-profit prisons, youth and immigrant deten-

tion facilities, in which captives are beaten and

raped. One judge called one of their juvenile

jails in Mississippi “a cesspool of unconstitu-

tional and inhuman acts and conditions.”

The GEO Group runs three facilities in Florida,

and wants to expand. A potential new $75 mil-

lion, 1,500-bed ICE (Immigration and Customs

Enforcement) center in Broward County still

may be pursued, in spite ofa battle that residents

of the Town of Southwest Ranches believed was

resolved against it.

Angling to be Florida’s major privatize prison

provider, CEO George Zoley (an FAU alumnus

and longtime Trustee) offered the prestigious

Florida Atlantic University $6 million to name

the school’s new sports stadium. Nothing erases

one’s bloodthirsty perpetuation of (and profiting

off of) a racist, abusive, corrupt and oppressive

system better than a nice gift to a beloved sports

team. The university president, Mary Jane Saun-

ders, accepted the tainted money with simpering

continued onpage 3

Exploitation

in Fashion

Grab a shirt from your closet. Look at the tag

inside the collar, and you’ll see where it was

produced, listed right next to the size and mate-

rial composition. Chances are that it was sewn in

some other country that you’ve never been to, by

someone who lives on the edge of desperation.

The current configuration of the garment in-

dustry, like most manufacturing industries, is

a complicated chain of nightmarish sweatshops

and global transportation whose end result is

that shirt in your closet. Because of the devel-

opment and eventual worldwide dominance of

neoliberalism in the last few decades, this is

the reality of most of the products that get con-

sumed in the United States.

For capitalists in the garment industry, the globe

is viewed as two separate sections. They look at

Asia as one option, and Central/South America/

the Caribbean as their other option. But usually

they like to utilize both, rather than choosing

between them. They ping-pong with their busi-

ness from one country to the next, pitting nation

against nation in competition with one another

for who can provide goods at the lowest cost.

Garment workers in Haiti and Bangladesh are

the lowest paid, making two cents per minute

continued on page 14
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Workers stage a protest rally at the SONAPI Industrial Park (Port-au-Prince, Haiti)

by One Struggle

Rapid Response Network Committee

(Names have been changed to protect the iden-

tities ofunion organizers).

The garment industry is a global web of

nightmares, where suppliers compete to of-

fer their products at the lowest possible cost to

stores like Walmart, The Gap and J.C. Penney.

This means starvation wages and unsafe conditions

for the people working in sweatshops, the people

who stitch, press and fold the t-shirts, pants and

dresses that wind up on the shelves ofUS stores.

In October 2012, several members of One Strug-

gle met in Port-au-Prince, Haiti with about 40

members ofSOTA (Union of Textile and Apparel

Workers) and SOKOWA (Union of Workers at

CODEVI Free Trade Zone in Ouanaminthe)
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autonomous trade unions organized through Ba-
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INTERNATIONAL

U.S. and Military Keynesianism in the Middle East
by Kaveh

This is a briefexcerpt ofa longer

article. The full article is avail-

able at onestruggle.net

The importance of the Middle

East for the U.S. is nothing

new. U.S. political involvement,

covert and overt, dates back to

1953 (Kinzer, 2005). In 1957,

four years after a CIA-sponsored

coup in Iran, the U.S. Congress

approved a presidential resolu-

tion known as the Eisenhower

Doctrine, which designated the

Middle East as an area vital to

the national interest of the United

States. When any U.S. adminis-

tration says “our” interests must

be protected abroad they tend to

mean some insecure condition

in which our interests are endan-

gered. However, this insecurity

can be manufactured.

The notion of direct military in-

volvement commenced with

President Jimmy Carter on Janu-

ary 23, 1980, when he claimed

that “Any attempt by any outside

force to gain control of the Gulf

region will be regarded as an as-

sault on the vital interests of the

United States of America, and

such an assault will be repelled by

from the United States went to the

Middle East totaling $6.1 billion.

Since 1992, the U.S. arms exports

to the Middle East totaled $90 bil-

lion, more than all other countries

combined (Johnson, 2006, p. 158).

Although seemingly contradic-

tory for shipments of arms to con-

tinue to flow to a region already

saturated with war, violence, and

insecurity, the United States per-

severes in its relentless arming of

the region.

According to Scahill, the new
civilian leadership at the Penta-

gon, including Paul Wolfowitz,

Douglas Feith, Zalmay Khalil-

zad, and Stephen Cambone came

into power with two major objec-

tives: “regime change in strategic

nations and the enactment of the

most sweeping privatization and

outsourcing operation in the U.S.

military history—a revolution in

military affairs.

After September 11, 2001, this

campaign became unstoppable.”

Since Sept. 11th, Armenia, Azer-

baijan, India, Indonesia, Paki-

stan, Tajikistan, and the Federal

Republic of Yugoslavia (now

Serbia and Montenegro) have all

ons. As Scheer puts it, “the busi-

ness of the military, particularly

the expenditure of huge sums

of taxpayer money on weapons

systems, is by design an opaque

subject having more to do with

bureaucratic prerogatives and cor-

porate profits than the actual use

of these weapons in waging war

(Scheer, p. 33).”

There is a connection between

defense contractors’ push for

war, war profiteering and poli-

cy making. From 1998 to 2003,

Halliburton’s contribution to the

Republican Party totaled $1,146,

248 while $55, 650 went to the

Democratic Party. For this con-

tribution and probably other un-

knowable amounts, Halliburton

received at least $19.3 billion in

single-source, no-bid contracts

(Stiglitz, p. 15). Since the early

Cold War era we have witnessed

a “military Keynesianism”: the

view that by promoting effec-

tive demand and supporting mo-
nopoly profits, military spending

could help place a floor under

U.S. capitalism (Bellamy Foster,

p. 3).

In essence, the U.S. government

structive weapons, or engaging

in wars and interventions that at

times seem too bellicose and too

ambitious; it is also building a

lasting physical presence around

the world that yearns for conflict,

control, subversion, and rapid de-

ployment (Johnson, 2006).

American physical presence in

the Middle East specifically re-

volves around a general failure

- failure to bring stability, peace

and democracy to the region.

The more we fail the more our

involvement is justified. By the

time George W. Bush left office

he spent trillions of dollars on

what he and his administration

called the global war on terror.

According to Robert Scheer, the

United States proceeded to go to

war not against the enemy that

existed, but rather the one de-

sired by the Military Industrial

Complex (Scheer, p. 13).

This is a powerful sector that

encourages more government

spending than any other. To ratio-

nalize the spending, a new official

doctrine of preemptive war has

been adopted. It is embodied in

the concept of ‘war on terror’, an
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any means necessary, including

military force,” which he called

Rapid Deployment Force. The
Reagan administration converted

Rapid Deployment Force to U.S.

Central Command (CENTCOM),
on January, 1, 1983. This was the

'

first regional command created in

35 years.

American military bases contin-

ued to grow in size starting with

the 1991 Gulf War and George

H. Bush’s declaration of a New
World Order. Today there are

more than 70 American military

bases of all sizes in the Persian

Gulf region alone. The National

Security Strategy of the United

States claims that “The presence

of American forces overseas is

one of the most profound symbols

of the U.S. commitments to allies.

The United States demonstrates

its resolve to maintain a balance

of power that favors freedom. To
contend with uncertainty and to

meet the many security challeng-

es we face, the United States will

require bases and stations within

and beyond Western Europe and

Northeast Asia, as well as tempo-

rary access arrangements for the

long-distance deployment of U.S.

forces” (Johnson, 2006, p. 151).

In 2001, more than half of the

world’s total purchase of arms

J>eroia and Montenegro) have all

been removed from U.S. sanc-

tions lists and are eligible for

U.S. military assistance. This

occurred despite reports by the

State Department that all of these

countries have committed human
rights abuses.

Bill Buzenberg reported in an ar-

ticle for the Center of Public In-

tegrity on November 19, 2007,

that from 2004 to 2006, KBR Inc,

previously a Halliburton subsid-

iary, was awarded more than $16

billion in U.S. government con-

tracts, for work in Iraq and Af-

ghanistan. The cost of war so far,

according to National Priorities

Project is between $1 trillion and

$3 trillion (Stiglitz and Bilmes,

2008). In August 2005, Lawrence
J. Korb, an assistant secretary of

defense in the Reagan administra-

tion, claimed that the Raptor (F-

22), a Lockheed Martin product,

which cost $360 million each, was
“the most unnecessary weapon
system being built by the Penta-

gon” (Scheer, 2008, p. 14).

However, after September 11,

2001, even though the F-22 had
no conceivable role in the pre-

venting future attacks by terror-

ists, the stealth plane and every

other weapons system previously

rendered obsolete, were suddenly

repackaged as anti-terrorist weap-
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In essence, the U.S. government the concept of ‘war on terror’, an
is not just spending money on unending war against an abstract

the military and producing de- concept.

ONE STRUGGLE

This newspaper is a collective effort to provide news

.

and analysis about social struggles against the sys-

tem of class domination and the various forms of

oppression that underpin it - including but not lim-

ited to patriarchy, racism, homophobia, oppression

of immigrants, the ongoing theft of land and domi-

nation of indigenous people - plus the fight against

imperialist wars and international domination, as

well as the fight to save the planet from ecocide.

These struggles are all interconnected, and share

a common cause: the global system of capitalism/

imperialism. It’s all ONE STRUGGLE!

Please send questions or submissions to:

onestruggle.southflorida@gmail.com

Donations are always needed and can be made at:

onestrugglesouthflorida.wordpress.com/donate/
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continuedfrom page 1

gratitude, calling it “delightful.”

“We’re very, very proud to be part-

nered with them,” she added, in case

her position wasn’t clear the first

time. A number of students didn’t

like the idea of their school being

used as a billboard for atrocities,

and formed the Stop OwlCatraz Co-

alition. About 50 ofthem had a pro-

test on February 25, joined by others

including members of Earth First!,

FL Immigrant Rights Coalition,

Orfe Struggle, an ACLU attorney,

and various members of the media.

After several speeches, the group

marched to the President’s office,

chanting and waving signs. We
went inside the building and into

the vestibule, which contained a

security desk and several guards.

A protester asked to see President

Saunders. Someone said they would

see if she’s available. Surprise: she

wasn’t. The students, and everyone

else, sat down on the floor. “We’ll

wait,” they said. It didn’t take long.

Not even 10 minutes later, it was

announced that President Saunders

was available after all, and would

speak to three students in her of-

fice.This led to lengthy and con-

frontational negotiations: Could

some kind of bullshit re-framing

blather close enough to that. The

students didn’t fall for it. “We’re

*not* in this together,” one retorted.

They pointed out that the students

paid to attend, and that they didn’t

want their degrees tainted by an as-

sociation with human rights viola-

tions. Lanning grimaced and folded

his hands together. Eventually he

scurried into the quiet inner offices.

meeting with the students, during

which she would address all their

concerns. The students smiled:

round one had been won.

Predictably enough, though, the

“Town Hall Meeting” scheduled

strategically for March 1, the first

day ofSpring Break, was a complete

farce. The Stop Owlcatraz Coali-

tion was §J,ill able to mobilize 250

Final word: the money was “a done

deal.” FAU intends to keep it, and

to name the stadium after its do-

nor. What’s next? The administra-

tion is currently in control, but the

power of righteously angry, politi-

cally aware students should not be

underestimated. The students are

handling intense international me-

dia attention with aplomb, exposing

those who made this decision as the

heartless greedy sociopaths they

are. Even Stephen Colbert mocked

the FAU administration for taking

the money. The Nation declared

Stop Owlcatraz one of the Top

Ten most important student mobi-

lizations in the current period,and

named it “ground zero” in the fight

against the system of mass incar-

ceration that’s being called the new
Jim Crow.

The Stop Owlcatraz Coalition will

continue to be on top of this situa-

tion and expand its fight.

To support and join them:

Stopowlcatrazcoalition@gmail.

com

UPDATE: VICTORY!
On April 2, GEO withdrew from its

deal for naming rights to Florida At-

lantic University’s football stadium.



frontational negotiations: Could

all of them go in, three at a time?

Could the discussion be recorded by

a member of the press? If agreed-

upon terms are violated, we’ll walk

out, they declared. A liaison, Dr.

Kevin Lanning, tried to pacify the

students. “We’re all in this together.

We all care about making the uni-

versity a better place,” he said, or

Discussion continued among the

protesters about various proposals,

how they would present their de-

mands and what concessions they

might be willing to make. Finally,

Saunders simply came out into the

vestibule. Behind a polished facade

of designer suit and soft, smooth

voice, she agreed to have an open

people to attend. But the university

violated several of the agreed-upon

terms of discussion, and offered no

more than palliative PR cliches and

assurances that the GEO Group is

a “responsible” and “highly regu-

lated” corporation, and that any

“rumors” of wrongdoing should be

resolved through the justice system.

lantic University’s football stadium.

The outcry by students and others

forced this concession. But we can

never trust such a ruthless enemy to

let go of any opportunity to profit;

no doubt, the fight will continue.

The following article, written be-

fore April 2, gives the background

and sense of climate on the campus

as the situation evolved.

LANGUAGE

Translating the Language of Imperialism

“That country is poor.”

Translation: Your country had bountiful natural

resources until we beat the hell out of you and

stole everything. -

“Their government is incompetent. They are

unable to govern themselves.”

Translation: We invaded you, killed a bunch

of you and set the rest at each other’s throats,

and installed a dictator who’s helping us steal

everything. But it’s your own fault that your

country is a mess.

“The US helps people all over the world.”

Translation: If you don’t want our products or

loans, because they'll ruin your economy, we’ll

twist your arm until you take them. We’ll charge

you for interest, inputs and maintenance far be-

yond the value of our original ‘assistance,’ and

label ourselves saints and you ungrateful.

“Developing nations should be integrated into

the global economy.”

Translation: First we'll steal all your natural re-

sources and destroy your economy, and then when

your people are starving we’ll give them sweat-

shop jobs 'in our factories.

“We pay low wages but their living expenses

are lower so it all works out.”

Translation: I’ll tell that lie to pacify domestic

consumers, but really I don’t care ifyou starve.

“Okay, their lives are hard, but they should be

grateful we gave them a job.”

Translation: You have no right to dignity, safe-

ty, to send your kids to school. 'I need that extra

profit to pay for my fifth mansion in Switzerland.

“We are bringing democracy to the world.”

Translation: We’jl crush you.

“Without our help, they’d fall apart. They

need us.”

Translation: We don’t produce anything, but

we’re violent sociopaths loaded up with guns and

nuclear weapons, so we’ll keep on sucking your

blood as long as we can get away with it. If you

ever stop us, we’ll die. •
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HAITI

Garment Workers in Haiti Fight Exploitation

Protest organized by Batay Ouvriye outside the gates ofone ofthe MINUSTAH encampments in the Indusrial Parc

continuedfrontpage 1

dependents needed at least 550 Haitian gourdes,

or $12.50, per day to meet normal living expenses.

What follows is a glimpse into the garment as-

sembly industry, its expansion in Haiti through

imperialist domination, and so-called “develop-

ment” hinged on exploitation. Caracol Industrial

Park, a 600-acre facility on the northern coast,

reflects President Martelly’s slogan, “Haiti is

open for business.” Brokered by the Clinton

Foundation, developed by the Haitian govern-

ment, the U.S. State Department, and the Inter-

American Development Bank, the project brings

Protective tariffs do not exist. Additionally, the

U.S. lifted tariffs on goods shipped from Haiti

to U.S. through 2020 (HOPE II and HELP Acts).

According to secret State Department cables ex-

posed by Wiki leaks, the US Embassy and US-

AID worked with contractors for Fruit of the

Loom, Hanes and Levi Strauss to keep wages

low. In this climate, foreign investors profit,

while no revenue is created for social programs

like healthcare or education.

On October 1st, Parliament raised the minimum
wage from 200 to 300 gourdes (about $7.25 a day).

Manufacturers vehemently oppose this, and are

have a trade union inside the factory that has

nine years of existence. We faced a lot of repres-

sion from the Dominican soldiers, but we had in-

ternational support. We spent about six to eight

months fighting. In our struggle, the conditions

improved.”

Caracol Industrial Park, CODEVI’s new neigh-

bor, threatens .SOKOWA’s gains by creating

thousands of jobs at lower wages and with no

bargaining agreements. In Guatemala, Sae-A’s

* previous manufacturing headquarters, the AFL-
CIO reported company bribes, death threats, and

imprisonment against union organizers. During

Photo
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American Development Bank, the project brings

40,000 jobs and foreign investors to take advan-

tage of Haiti while claiming to build its econ-

omy. Anchor tenant Sae-A, a Korean manufac-

turer, produces garments for Walmart and other

companies. Sae-A’s new home sits atop fertile

farmland, from which over 300 farmers were

evicted.

Nadine, from SOTA, told us, “We would like

to know how you can help to face imperialism.

They came to do like the slave owners did before

1804.”

Garment assembly is tied to export-based eco-

nomic development, pushed onto Duvalier in the

1980s by main sources of loans, then and now:

U.S. Agency for International Development

(AID), the World Bank, and the Inter-American

Development Bank. With Haiti’s “comparative

advantages”—cheap labor, hard-working people,

proximity to the U.S., and year round growing

season—USAID focused development on agri-

business and assembly industries. Monocrops

and exports replaced subsistence and local pro-

duction, forcing rural Haitians into urban slums,

to buy rice imported from the US.

In theory, assembly industries absorb displaced

farmers, providing jobs to them and existing ur-

ban unemployed. But Max, a member of SOTA,
describes the reality. “When we get our wages,

we need to be able to send our kids to school, pay

rent, eat, healthcare. We don’t have these. The

wages they give us have no value.”

Haiti’s export-based economy is bound to cheap

labor, with the lowest wages in the western

hemisphere. Foreign companies pay no taxes.

Manufacturers vehemently oppose this, and are

responding by making the lives and conditions of

workers even more miserable.

Annaise said that when the minimum wage was

raised, the owner of her factory raised the hourly

production quotas to levels impossible to fulfill.

When workers refused, he fired many of them.

“We need your help to ask for those people to go

back to work. They cannot take a lot of time. All

those people they fired, we must ask them to get

those people back to work.”

Henrick, who works at One World factory, con-

curred. “When the minimum wage law passed,

all the quotas went higher. The whole factory de-

cided that morning not to work. When they called

Baker [the factory owner], he said he will fire ev-

erybody. Is that a reality, or is it an injustice?”

The unjust reality is that raw material—purchased

elsewhere and brought into Haiti duty-free—is

made -into clothing by Haitian laborers. Workers

are paid much less than the value they add to raw

goods, leaving more profit for manufacturers and

factory owners. Clothing is shipped, tariff-free, to

North America and sold at an enormous profit.

Manufacturers resist wage increases to protect

their rate of profit.

Batay Ouvriye helps factory workers organize

to resist the manufacturers. SOTA is based in

Port-au-Prince, in the south. SOKOWA is in Ou-

naminthe, the northeast, in the CODEVI Free

Trade Zone. SOKOWA achieved workers’ rights

to unionize and for collective bargaining, health

rights, and protection against unemployment.

Destine, a member of SOKOWA, told us, “We

imprisonment against union organizers. During

a labor-management meeting, a Sae-A executive

said, “It should be made clear that [in the face of

opposition] the board of directors would simply

go to work in another country, and the real los-

ers would be the workers.” Sae-A closed their

Guatemala factory, and moved to Nicaragua and

Haiti.

Gille was fired for organizing (and winning)

a struggle inside a garment factory to raise the

wages from 36 to 250 gourdes a day. He stated,

“I am an ex-worker in the trade union. When they

fired me, they gave me time to organize. You, all

the workers that are here today, we must count on

our own strength. My brothers and sisters, here

in Haiti, [and] the workers in the United States,

we must have an international working class that

fights to crush that exploitative system. That’s the

solution to all the problems we'are facing.”

Imperialist exploitation must be confronted by an

international effort, led by autonomous organi-

zations of workers. If Sae-A workers in Caracol

producing Walmart garments band together with

Bangladeshi workers also producing for Walmart,

and with Walmart warehouse workers in Illinois,

then it would be possible to ignite a movement

that could win.

***After our trip, One Struggle decided to launch

a Rapid Response Network as a way for people in

the US and elsewhere to offer prompt solidarity to

workers’ struggles domestically and internation-

ally. (Please see the RRN statement on page 16).

Destine requests, “I’m asking you to hear what

we are saying, so that we can have a chain of

solidarity in order to support our struggle.”
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Don’t Stop ThereStop the Keystone XL Pipeline, But
by Stephanie McMillan

Our worst nightmares reverberate with the

prediction of respected scientist James Han-

sen: ifwe don’t stop TransCanada’s Keystone XL
pipeline, then it’s “game over” for stabilizing the

climate. With final US governmental approval (or

not) to complete the pipeline looming, struggle

over it is intensifying.

In late January, representatives from more than

25 First Nations in what is currently known as

Canada and the US met in South Dakota to pledge

mutual support in halting all Alberta tar sands oil

production projects, including specifically the

Keystone XL pipeline.

On February 17, tens ofthousands rallied in Wash-

ington, DC, to demand that the Obama adminis-

tration reject the XL pipeline. Even the members

of the Sierra Club were sufficiently alarmed that

the staid environmental NGO had to lift its 120-

year ban on civil disobedience.

Protesters want to believe Obama’s promises to

“act decisively” on climate change. They also

want to believe John Kerry, who will lead the State

Department review of the pipeline plan, when he

describes himself as a “passionate advocate” for

taking action in response to climate change.

Protesters desperately want to encourage or pres-

sure these men to do “the right thing.” They want

to believe they have the capability of making an

ethical choice.

barrel will rise by nearly $40 once it reaches Lou-

isiana refineries. The decision to make $40 mil-

lion a day additional profit to destroy the planet is

not a difficult one for companies like Enbridge to

make. $40 million a day is not to be denied.

Capitalism is facing structural economic crises

that, for capitalists, are even more urgent than the

ecological crisis. Too high a proportion of their

economy has become based on debt and specu-

lation—profit based on “fictitious” value. This is

becoming increasingly unstable and untenable.

The global “structural adjustment” measures

they’re currently imposing are attempts to shift

back into more industrial production, which pro-

duces the “real” value on which their entire econ-

omy ultimately rests.

Tar sands, fracking, deep-sea drilling, Arctic

Ecocide (quickly leading to omnicide) is an effect

of capitalism, of commodity production. It is an

extremely dire consequence, but nevertheless pe-

ripheral to the generation of capital. In order to

stop ecocide, global capitalism must be destroyed.

The generation of capital itself must be halted at

its source: surplus value.

We can’t stop it by attacking it only from the out-

side; we must go after it at the core, its inner con-

tradiction. The only ones who can ultimately over-

turn capitalism are those who are, through being

enslaved to it, producing it: the working class.

The fundamental internal contradiction of a

capitalist society is capital vs. wage labor. That

doesn’t mean it’s necessarily the most important

contradiction—that’s a value judgment that will

be made differently by people depending on their

positions and interests. What it means, instead, is

that the push-pull of the struggle between capi-

tal and wage labor is what moves society in the

direction it is going. It is the engine driving our

society over an ecological cliff.

The production of surplus value is an economic

process embedded in a social relationship. The

contradiction between capital and wage labor

is manifested in class struggle between capital-

ists and workers. The relationship between these

classes is an antagonistic one: workers are exploit-

ed by capitalists in the process of the production

of surplus value. To force them to produce, and to

accept exploitation, capitalists dominate workers



In reality, the choice is not theirs to make. These

politicians are nothing but puppets. They repre-

sent the interests of the ruling class, the capitalist

class. They are installed in office and given spe-

cific jobs to perform: to regulate capital’s flow and

accumulation, to smooth the relations between

competing capitalists, and to keep the masses suf-

ficiently pacified so they don’t get in the way.

No amount of symbolic action will stop them

from extracting whatever fuels will make mon-

ey for them at any given time. A million people

could scream, chain themselves together, or set

themselves and their children on fire in front of

the White House, but this would not mitigate cap-

ital’s compulsion to expand.

If an action is not going to be effective, it’s not

worth taking. Fighting losing battles is simply de-

pressing. When we do decide to engage in these

struggles for strategic reasons, we need to under-

stand their limitations to avoid being demoralized.

%

Many people understand what we’re up against.

They know that capital has no ethics, no limits to the

atrocities it will perpetrate in the pursuit of profit.

They recognize that it is not a rational entity; it will

not respond to reason or pleas or threats. So some

have been attempting to physically block or other-

wise interfere with the construction ofthe pipeline.

But capital, faced with obstacles, will take alter-

nate routes. While our attention has been focused

on the Keystone XL, which would be ‘capable of

moving 830,000 barrels oftar sands oil every day,

another Canadian company (Enbridge) has outfit-

ted a pipeline network capable of moving more

than a million barrels a day. The price of each

Tar sands, fracking, deep-sea drilling, Arctic

drilling, ecocidal agriculture, GMOs, prison la-

bor, privatization of social services, sweatshops

in “free trade zones”—however destructive or ex-

ploitative or evil the means, capital must expand.

It has no choice.

Capital reproduces itself through surplus value.

This is the new value that is created by the ex-

ploitation of labor in the process of industrial pro-

duction (converting the natural world into com-

modities). It is embodied in commodities until it’s

realized as profit and re-invested as new capital.

Capital must accumulate surplus value. It is the

blood, the fuel, the essence ofcapital itself. There-

fore, capital will push itself into every investment

opportunity it can possibly locate within the glob-

al economy, no matter how destructive. It will not

stop. Capital’s pursuit of surplus value is a relent-

less force that is poisoning the air, water, and land

all over the world. It is capable irf killing us all, of

rendering the planet uninhabitable.

The problem is not the greed of individual capital-

ists. They are merely social agents who fill posi-

tions that are required and generated by capital

itself. Capital has motion, needs, a life of its own.

It cannot sit still and depreciate; it must expand by

being invested somewhere. If one area of invest-

ment is blocked, it will find another. If we begin

to block it effectively, it will annihilate us. Recall

how effectively the police dispersed the Occupy

encampments (once those in power decided to do

it), and how quickly the Democratic Party and or-

ganized labor have been attempting to recuperate

what is left of it for their own objectives. Capital

will sweep away any obstacle, by whatever means

are necessary.

accept exploitation, capitalists dominate workers

economically, politically, and ideologically.

It is only by the workers overturning and destroy-

ing this entire ensemble ofsocial relations through

which capital reproduces itselfthat capitalism can

be stopped. When workers liberate themselves,

they liberate all of society from the domination

of capital. To end capitalism, those of us directly

exploited by capital should intensify our efforts to

organize ourselves and crush our enemy. We can

only be effective ifwe are organized collectively;

individually we are helpless.

What does that mean for those of us who are not

workers, not ' part of the process of producing

surplus value, but are still part of the “popular

masses”? Those of us who are unemployed, or

nonproductive (service) workers, or students, or

members of the progressive or radical petit bour-

geoisie (“middle class”)—we can’t touch capital;

we can’t get our hands on it. We can’t go on strike

to make it stop reproducing itself.

We can still organize ourselves, however, and

build alliances to expose and resist various

forms of domination by capital, as well as its

effects. Mobilizing as a means of building mass

movements is positive and necessary. Strategi-

cally blocking the flow of capital and resource

extraction can complement and enhance strug-

gles at the point of production. There is a lot we
can do to damage capital, and capitalism, and

we should strive to maximize all of our efforts

in that direction.

The struggle against the capitalist accumulation

of surplus value must be led by those who pro-

continued on page 11
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BANGLADESH

“Stop Earning This Huge Profit on Blood” An Interview with Anu
Muhammad about the Garment Factory Fire in Bangladesh

Bodies ofthefactory workers, victims ofgreed, are laid on the ground outside thefactory

Anu Muhammad, an anti-capi-

talist/anti-imperialist activist and

Professor of Economics at Jah-

angirnagar University (Dhaka,

Bangladesh), is the author ofmore

than 20 books. He is the editor of

the website Meghbarta.info.

Thefire occurredon November 24,

2012 in Savar, Bangladesh, kill-

ing more than a hundred workers.

The factory produced clothingfor

a number of US corporations in-

buyer. The problem is that every-

thing is non-transparent. Garment

owners have their own umbrella or-

ganization, the BGMEA [Bangla-

desh Garment Manufacturers and

Exporters Association], to protect

their interest. And the government

is totally incapable or unwilling to

monitor the working conditions of

the factories, to protect the interest

of the workers.

SM: I’ve heard that a lot of the gov-

eficiaries of government careless-

ness.

Most of the factories are not com-

pliant factories. They don’t have

the security system, they don’t

have satisfactory working condi-

tions. Because of all these meth-

ods of reduction of cost, the cost is

minimized, profit maximized. And
they can supply all these goods at

a much lower price, therefore low

price of clothes are possible.

all these public sector enterprises.

Since the 1980s, through a struc-

tural adjustment program, these

industries were either closed or

privatized to a large extent. And
the new private, export-oriented

enterprises like garments got very

friendly support from all those [in-

stitutions], There has always been

an understanding that there-should

not be any trade union activities,

because as they say, ‘trade unions

hamper the growth of industry’. If

you have trade unions, you may
lose the international market!

That is dominant idea. They want

to impose discipline. That means

no workers’ rights. Discipline

means* no voices, no organiza-

tion, nothing. The garment work-

ers are not in a position to form

trade unions within the factory.

And they don’t have time either,

they work for 12, 13 or 14 hours,

sometimes 18 hours. There are

only some umbrella organizations.

There are groups linked with out-

side federations or organizations

and they have certain links with

garment workers. But within the

factory there is no trade union.

Not a single one. No trade union is



a number of US corporations in-

cluding Walmart, Disney, ENYCE
and Dickies.

Stephanie McMillan: We are all

very upset and outraged about

what happened.

Anu Muhammad: Yes, we all are.

You have seen the photographs?

SM: Yes, I have been following the

news and seen a lot ofphotographs,

horrifying photographs, and proof

that Walmart was involved.

AM: Yeah, Walmart was a major

buyer of those garments. At one

point Walmart branded this facto-

ry as “orange,” [color-coded level

of unsafeness] which is a little bet-

ter than “red.” Walmart has four

categories: there is red, which is

very dangerous, orange, slightly

better, and green. Green is the best

and red is the worst.

SM: I’ve heard about the orange

rating. Do you believe their claim

that they didn’t know that their

clothes were made there?

AM: (laughs) Now they’re trying

to decline their responsibility. But

they are a major buyer, they have

been a major buyer of readymade

clothes from this company. And
there are other international buyers

as well, but Walmart was the major

SM: I’ve heard that a lot of the gov-

ernment agents are also members

of that organization and owners of

garment factories themselves.

AM: Yes, yes. The garment owners

are Parliament members, they are

ministers, they are police officers,

they are the media owners. So gar-

ment owners and the government

are inseparable. Garment owners

and the media are inseparable.

Legally, there are some require-

ments for starting a factory. You

have to fulfill certain conditions

for setting up a factory, there is a

building code, locations for a fac-

tory. Government is supposed to

have certain inspection and moni-

toring mechanisms. More than

50 garment and other factories

were burned in recent years

—

that shows the government’s total

carelessness, unpreparedness, or

the unwillingness, to monitor the

working conditions.

The buyers are the major ben-

eficiaries of this neglect, and the

chain stores like Walmart who are

part of it and the states—like the

United States—are the beneficia-

ries. If you calculate the surplus

value, the major part of surplus

value is grabbed by the outsid-

ers, the external parties, who are

not involved in the production

process. They are the bigger ben-
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price of clothes are possible.

Many garments importing coun-

tries are earning huge import [du-

ties] from these garments. The

United States is charging from 15

percent to 30 percent import duty

on garments from Bangladesh,

which is much higher than that

they take from Pakistan or Saudi

Arabia, or Turkey, or India. The

US makes more than four times on

import duty from garments than

the so called “foreign aid” they’re

giving to Bangladesh! And you

know, the majority of foreign aid is

taken back by the US through con-

ditionalities, selling their products,

and imposing consultants.

So I think the international cam-

paign on these issues are very im-

portant.

SM: I agree. Can you tell me what

happens when workers try to orga-

nize for better conditions or better

wages? Are they allowed to orga-

nize?

AM: In In the earlier stage, up to

the 1980s, our old industries, like

the jute industry, textile industry,

sugar industry, most of those were

public sector industries. Those in-

dustries had trade unions. But the

World Bank, the US government,

International Monetary Fund...

[were] always very critical against

Not a single one. No trade union is

working within garment factories.

Sometimes there is outburst, some-

times there is explosion of anger of

the working class. That happens

often.

Most of the garment factories are

located in residential areas: resi-

dential buildings turned into gar-

ment factories. They don’t want

to spend extra money for building

the factory. In older industries,

workers had their houses; quar-

ters. And now with moderniza-

tion and more development, we
have factories which don’t have

any space: no shelters. Owners
don’t have any responsibility to

give shelter to the workers. No
shelter...They don’t have any re-

sponsibility to provide housing,

medical facilities or anything.

So this is a huge retreat. In the

seventies, workers of big facto-

ries had medical facilities and

they had job security, they had

appointment letters, too. Now,
after so many big stories of de-

velopment, workers don’t have

any job security. They don’t have

appointment letters [proof of em-

ployment]. They don’t have shel-

ters. They end up with all this fire

and death. This is the scenario.

For the rest ofthe interview, please

visit onestruggle.net
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The Solidarity Center: Labor Imperialism
by Michael Barker

[NOTE: Reprinted with permis-

sion. This is an excerpt. For the

full article, titled, “Questioning

Labor Imperialism: a Critique of

the Solidarity Centre’s ‘Justice

for All ’ Report,”please visit ones-

truggle.net]

Michael Barker has been writing

for alternative media outlets since

2006, and at present is a regular

contributor to Swans Commen-
tary. He a contributor to Corpo-

rate Watch ’s forthcoming book

Managing Democracy, Managing

Dissent: Capitalism, Democracy

and the Organisation ofConsent.

People power is the dynamic driv-

er of social history, with history

merely being the documented re-

sponse of elite power-brokers to

popular demands for justice. As

one might expect, in conventional

history books, the full extent of

the people’s power is conveniently

excluded from narratives of social

change, leaving us with the “great

man” version of history — which

has the unfortunate effect of un-

dermining peoples’ belief in their

own immense power to write his-

tory. Nevertheless as humans the

can be seen as “a set of symbiotic

relationships that link political and

financial technologies of state and

owning class control with surveil-

lance over public political ideolo-

gy, including and especially emer-

gent progressive and leftist social

movements.” This non-profit in-

dustrial complex forms a “natural

corollary” to the prison industrial

complex. Indeed, the nonprofit side

of the political equation comple-

ments the state’s overt repression,

“managing] and control[ing] dis-

sent by incorporating it into the

state apparatus, functioning as a

‘shadow state’ constituted by a net-

work of institutions that do much

of what government agencies are

supposed to do with tax money in

the areas of education and social

services.” It is important to add

that this shadow state also works

hand-in-hand with the corporate

media to undermine cooperative

of political systems in the periph-

eral and semi-peripheral zones of

the “world system” so as to secure

the underlying objective of main-

taining essentially undemocratic

societies inserted into an unjust

international system. The promo-

tion of “low-intensity democracy”

is aimed not only at mitigating

the social and political tensions

produced by elite-based and un-

democratic status quos, but also

at suppressing popular and mass

aspirations for more thoroughgo-

ing democratization of social life

in the twenty-first century in-

ternational order. Polyarchy is a

structural feature of the emergent

global society. Just as “client re-

gimes” and right-wing dictator-

ships installed into power or sup-

ported by the United States were

characteristic of a whole era ofUS
foreign policy and intervention

abroad in the post-World War II

Efforts to “promote democracy” in

foreign states should not however

be seen as a replacement of tradi-

tional diplomatic, economic and

military forms of statecraft, but

instead they should be merely seen

as supplemental measures (albeit

important ones). Such “democrat-

ic” inventions combine relentless

propaganda offensives (directed

from without and within) with stra-

tegically dispersed political aid: aid

which is provided to friendly politi-

cal organizations, and in some in-

stances is used to help local actors

create new political bodies. Such

“democracy promotion” activities

are undertaken by all Western gov-

ernments, but in the United States

they are coordinated by the Na-

tional Endowment for Democracy

(NED) — a group that was created

in 1983 within “the highest ech-

elons of the US national security

state, as part of the same project

that led to the illegal operations of

the Iran-Contra scandal.” It should

come as no surprise, that: “In

structure, organization, and opera-

tion, it is closer to clandestine and

national security organs such as the

CIA than apolitical or humanitar-

ian endowments as its name would

... the NED also provides direct support to grassroots labor activ-

ists to undermine mass-based democratic movements for social

change. In this instance the latter work is primarily coordinated

by the NED’S core grantee, the AFL-ClO’s Solidarity Center.



tory. Nevertheless as humans the

world over have demonstrated, such

counter-revolutionary tactics can-

not contain popular insurrections

indefinitely. Thus, in recognition

of the latent power and desire of

normal people to overthrow their

oppressive rulers, more far sighted

elites have long recognized the need

to channel such unrealized power

into non-revolutionary political al-

ternatives: a process which entails

their intervening at the grassroots

level of civil society to ensure that

such threats never coalesce into a

force powerful enough to upset the

capitalist status quo.

In the United States, one could

argue thdt people power has been

fairly successfully defused — for

the time being anyway — by con-

servative elites, masquerading as

liberals, who have sought to work

in harmony with their class en-

emies by funding their activism.

Critical areas where elites have for

the time being succeeded in pre-

cariously containing popular activ-

ism, rank or file, or otherwise, in-

clude the labor movement, the civil

rights movement, the environmen-

tal movement, and presently, even

include erstwhile attempts to co-

opt the Occupy movement. In this

way, US elites have created what

many authors have amorphously

referred to as a non-profit industri-

al complex; a loose coalition which

media to undermine cooperative

action through an ongoing propa-

ganda offensive for the public’s

mind. [...]

“Promoting Democracy” Globally

Most political commentators

would concur that institutionalized

oppression, like that most visibly

present under US-backed dicta-

torships, necessarily leads to ris-

ing popular anger, and eventually

to popular uprisings. If nothing is

done to (mis)direct this dissent,

isolated incoherent expressions of

outrage can easily progress to or-

ganized demands for popular and

meaningful forms of democratic

governance — by the people, for

the people. Such progressive de-

velopments are anathema to impe-

rial elites, and consequently, vast

amounts of intellectual capital has

been devoted to developing the

means to hijack popular discon-

tent, so that it can be safely chan-

nelled into situations that promote

low, rather than high-intensity de-

mocracy. As William I. Robinson

(1996) points out:

All over the world, the United

States is now promoting its ver-

sion of “democracy” as a way to

relieve pressure from subordi-

nate groups for more fundamen-

tal political, social and economic

change. The impulse to “promote

democracy” is the rearrangement

abroad in the post-World War II

period, promoting “low-intensity

democracies” in the Third World

is emerging as a cornerstone of a

new era in US foreign policy.

Efforts to “promote democracy” in

foreign states should not however be

seen as a replacement of traditional

diplomatic, economic and military

forms of statecraft, but instead they

should be merely seen as supple-

mental measures (albeit important

ones). Such “democratic” inven-

tions combine relentless propagan-

da offensives (directed from with-

out and within) with strategically

dispersed political aid: aid which is

provided to friendly political orga-

nizations, and in some instances- is

used to help local actors create new
political bodies. Such “democracy

promotion” activities are undertak-

en by all Western governments, but

in the United States they are coor-

dinated by the National Endowment

for Democracy (NED) — a group

that was created in 1983 within “the

highest echelons of the US national

security state, as part of the same

project that led to the illegal opera-

tions of the Iran-Contra scandal.” It

should come as no surprise, that: “In

structure, organization, and opera-

tion, it is closer to clandestine and

national security organs such as the

CIA than apolitical or humanitarian

endowments as its name would sug-

gest.” (Robinson, 1996: 89)

ian endowments as its name would

suggest.” (Robinson, 1996: 89)

Needless to say, the US mainstream

media rarely draws attention to the

NED’s democracy manipulating

activities, despite the fact that the

NED has played an integral part in

their government’s foreign policy

apparatus since its birth in 1983

(for a review, see Barker, 2008b).

But critical insights have occa-

sionally graced the pages of the

mainstream media, and one rare

instance occurred in 1991 when

Washington Post columnist David

Ignatius (1991) reported, in a gen-

erally celebratory article, that the

NED’s first acting president ad-

mitted that “A lot of what we [the

NED] do today was done covertly

25 years ago by the CIA.” Ignatius

adds: “The biggest difference is

that when such activities are done

overtly, the flap potential is close to

zero. Openness is its own protec-

tion.” Providing ongoing support

for US-friendly groups and indi-

viduals however goes way beyond

support for free-markets policies

and basic liberal-democratic re-

forms, as the NED also provides

direct support to grassroots labor

activists to undermine mass-based

democratic movements for social

change. In this instance the latter

work is primarily coordinated by

the NED’s core grantee, the AFL-
CIO’s Solidarity Center.
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INTERVIEW

An Interview with an Organizer for Batay Ouvriye (Workers Struggle)
Excerpt ofinterview conducted in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, October, 2012. Read thefull interview at onestruggle.net

One Struggle: Can you give us a description of

what Batay Ouvriye 1

is...?

Batay Ouvriye: It’s a whole movement. We have

unions in factories. We have clandestinely or-

ganized workers in factories, workers in small

workshops... We also have small peasants’ orga-

nizations and associations of little owners, also

the sharecroppers. We have organizations in

neighborhoods and associations of artisans, we
have organizations in the university. But all of it

is Batay. Ouvriye. And, we know that the chief

director of the enemy camp is capital. We see it

in the minimum wage, for instance. We see that

the Ministry of Labor is always with the bour-

geoisie. And in front of capital, [confronting it]

is the working class, the proletariat... We are in

all the popular masses’ fight, but with the prole-

tarian as its direction. That’s our movement, and

that’s Batay Ouvriye.

OS: Can you explain some important struggles

Batay Ouvriye has engaged in?

BO: . .
.
[One\ fight is as a part of SOKOWA , in

CODEVI
,
Ouanaminthe. We had an opportunity

because the CODEVI, it’s a Dominican owner,

which is a little bit more difficult for them. You

know, it’s the kind of, “Ayai, Dominican!” okay?

And, but the most important is because the real

owner is the finance of the World Bank. Yeah,

it’s the World Bank’s money. It’s financial im-

perialism. But the World Bank has, supposedly,

laws and codes of conduct and things like that, ft

BO: That’s because we organized and that’s why
you saw all those people this morning and yes-

terday when we were at the University and oth-

ers that have already finished university. It was in

2009, three years ago. Five years ago we went to

the University and started doing lessons, confer-

ences and debates about this or that. This concept

or that concept and they began to realize all of

the disorientation. They came with us in the 200

Goud battle even though their place was the Uni-

versity. They participated in the mobilization of

the workers that you could see in the photo at our

place. You saw the photo with the big mobiliza-

tion in the Batay Ouvriye local office?

Not only that, but the students also made mobi-

lization by themselves. Not only were they with

the workers but they made also by themselves.

They also intervened in the” media and did many
other things. You could say that this is a kind of

organization and a victory to reach this articula-

tion with the students and also the working class.

And so that the last one after the 200 Goud-

-maybe we are not going to talk too much be-

cause maybe you know about it—we had to or-

ganize this more or less big mass movement

sometime with 20,000 people in the streets

blocking all, during 2 weeks, all the textile pro-

duction. in Port-au-Prince.

OS: When was this?

BO: 2009. Maybe you know about the law that

and meetings. It was false. Many people went,

and the bosses took all the names of the or-

ganizers and fired 350 people. They were our

best organizers. We had 1.5 to 2 years where

it was impossible for us to go to the factories,

not only to organize, but even to make leaflets.

Workers were afraid of us. There were also ob-

jective difficulties for the workers, they were

dying. Of course the situation was very bad for

them.

So they organized themselves again and eventu-

ally we could enter again, and with that we were

able to make SOTA. We have now the union in

the textile. The first fight is when we made SOTA.

And finally, MINUSTAH is the backup of the

project of the textile factories in their exploita-

tion of the working class, one of the lowest paid

in the world. MINUSTAH is the real backup of

the project of the Clinton mafia and the bour-

geoisie. In Haiti the exploitation ofixtne of the

cheapest labor forces in the world is backed up

by MINUSTAH.

OS: Can you explain what MINUSTAH is and

how long they’ve been here? Also talk a little

about the demonstration we went to today.

BO: Well, MINUSTAH is the United Nations

Stabilization Mission in Haiti. They call them-

selves a mission for peace, but we say that they

are the mission for peace in the cemetery. That

is because they are killing people, they are re-



laws and codes of conduct and things like that. It

opens us up for a more accurate and possible fight

because it is international, you see? We could at-

tack the World Bank and the first free trade zone

in Haiti.

A lot of the noise was also from the United

States, from Canada, FTQ, AFL-CIO, and Bel-

gium FGTB, or Brazil Con Lutas. We don’t

know how yellow those unions are but they are

losing jobs, you see? They have an interest, con-

crete interest in raising the capacity of the work-

ing class in countries like ours, you see what I

mean? So they participate also.

It gives us another kind of force, another level

of capacity. For example, when 370 people

were all fired we had an international mo-
bilization. We had work stoppages. For two

hours, a half day, a whole day, blah blah blah,

and a denunciation of the World Bank. Not

only CODEVI but the World Bank, Hanes,

Levis. Against Gilden in Canada with the

FTQ, the federation of Quebec, you see? We
won that fight. They had to reintegrate all of

the people fired with half of the money for the

six months. We discussed all of the money
but they said half so we had to compromise

because we also entered [achieved] another

gain: the obligation of the owner to allow col-

lective bargaining. In SOKOWA we now have

collective bargaining. So that was, I think, a

very important victory.

Another is the minimum wage of 200 Goud.

OS: Right. When I went to the University a cou-

ple ofdays ago I saw a lot ofpolitical graffiti for

the 200 Goud.
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BO: 2009. Maybe you know about the law that

raised the minimum wage from 70 Goud to 200

Goud? Preval instead said 125 and blocked the

200 Goud.

We had to fight. We lost that fight but we won,

why? Because the last adjustment to the mini-

mum wage was in 1995 and the 200 Goud was

in 2009. 14 years. We didn’t reach 200 Goud
but because of the fight Preval had to respond

and offer raising the minimum wage in [after

another] 5 years. We demanded 3 years. Not

only that, but we fought to make the state rec-

ognize that the minimum wage is not something

that you just dream up and say, “It’s 200 Goud.’’

It is something that you can calculate. This is

the minimum. To eat, to transport children to

school, to’pay for a house.

We did mobilizations to force the government to

calculate. When they did, their calculations they

found that the minimum rate was 300 Goud. We
countered with 450 but also made the argument

that they were only giving us 125! That’s why
today in 2012, after 3 years of mobilization we
have not only 200 Goud but 300 Goud.

After that we began working with our clandestine

workers’ organizations, and after those mobili-

zations we began thinking that we could start a

union. We decided not to put a union in that facto-

ry and another union in that factory. We decided

to make a union of the entire textile sector. That’s

SOTA, Textile and Apparel Worker’s Union. One
union because it was a united mobilization.

But you know what happened? The bosses or-

ganized three supposed meetings of Batay Ou-
vriye with my name, organizing mobilizations

is because they are killing people, they are re-

pressing the neighborhoods. It’s a long story to

explain the real relationship between the Hai-

tian people and MINUSTAH. They have been

in Haiti for eight years and haven’t contributed

to anything. They only contribute to maintain-

ing the status quo. To keep it like it is, poor. .

.

The contradiction is that the MINUSTAH is

supposedly coming from the leftist govern-

ments of Latin America. It was Lula is Brazil,

Evo Morales in Bolivia, Correa in Ecuador,

Lugo in Paraguay. Brazil is the head of the MI-

NUSTAH. But little by little, you could see it

this morning, the real chief of the MINUSTAH
are the Americans. We saw that clearly after the

earthquake. When the earthquake happened,

MINUSTAH couldn’t function and the US sent

the Marines and they took control, you see? And
now the American Embassy is in total ControLof

the situation. .

.

MINUSTAH is also itselfan armed force ofover

20 countries, some of them sending 50 people,

some 100, 200... So MINUSTAH is between 9

and 12 thousand people but it can be 25,000 in

one week. For comparison, in Haiti you have a

combined army and police force of 12,000, you

see? For the government to double the size of

that repressive force would take 100 years! MI-

NUSTAH can have it in one week. That’s why
we say the MINUSTAH, which is clearly with

the dominant classes and for the status quo,

blocked this dynamic of change and set us back.

That is why it is one of our principle targets and

a target of all the Haitian people. .

.

Read thefull interview at:

onestruggle.net



REFORM OR REVOLUTION

Wage Struggles: Reformist or Revolutionary?
by Jan Makandal

[NOTE: This is a briefexcerpt ofa

much longer article, which can be

read at onestruggle.net].

In Bangladesh, Haiti, Brazil,

China, the U.S. and everywhere,

workers are demanding wages

that allow them to feed, house,

clothe, and educate themselves

and their families.

Some on the Left argue that wage

struggles are inherently reform-

ist. Actually they can be either

reformist or democratic (the lat-

ter as an embedded element of an

overall revolutionary struggle). A
thin line divides the two. The dif-

ference is that the reformist will

be satisfied with reforms and stop

there, while an autonomous dem-

ocratic movement that has the

potential to contribute to revolu-

tion will keep demanding more

and more, continuing to weaken

capital and finally challenge its

existence.

This difference results from a

political line and strategy. Revo-

lutionary potential exists when
there is a dialectical relationship

between revolutionary level and

Workers work a certain amount

of time to provide for their own
sustenance and reproduction, af-

ter which their labor power pro-

duces surplus value.

For example, if a worker is paid

$80 for eight hours of work, but

produces goods worth $80 in only

two hours, then the rest of that

time, s/he is working without pay.

During those other six hours, the

worker produces $240 of goods.

That amount (minus the other

costs of running the industry)

is surplus value. The capitalist,

who privately owns and controls

the means of production, appro-

priates (steals) the surplus value

by asserting ownership over the

new commodities. The surplus

value is turned into profit when
the commodities are sold, and a

portion is reinvested as capital for

nomic phenomenon, which could

be resolved within the capitalist

framework. It is fundamental to

(and allows for the reproduction

of) capitalist relations economi-

cally, socially, and politically.

Wage struggles demand the re-

turn of what is stolen from the

workers. Wage struggles are im-

portant because they strike at the

very core of capitalism—surplus

value—and its external manifes-

tation of exploitation. The wage

struggle is the fundamental as-

pect of anti-capitalist struggle.

During the period of global mo-
nopoly capitalism/imperialism, it

is crucial for the working class to

unify internationally against its

common enemy.

Wage struggles tackle the funda-

mental contradiction of capital-

ism: capital vs. labor. They help

gling among the masses, while

being aware ofand avoiding capi-

talist attempts to divert organiz-

ing efforts into dead ends. Politi-

cal rapprochement is a constant

back-and-forth dialectical dy-

namic between the two levels, for

the purpose of constructing unity

and strategy.

The revolutionary level must en-

gage in both kinds of struggles:

for reforms (not reformism) and

for revolution. We must be seri-

ous in theory and in practice, and

must construct mass organiza-

tions among workers and social

categories (such as students).

Theory must be dialectically con-

nected to practice; it should allow

us to develop a line to engage in

practice, so we know what we are

doing. We need to have a clear

understanding of the contradic-

tions we face, which will make
us better organized and more ca-

pable of tackling our well-orga-

nized enemy: capital.

It is crucial that we understand

the dynamics of our enemy. In a

struggle for wages, we must be

aware of and combat reformism

WE SHOULD NEVERWW fti 1 i 1®** W fculm



between revolutionary level and

democratic mass level organiza-

tions. Struggles waged solely at

the mass level, without this rela-

tionship, will indeed inevitably

lead to reformism.

When that relationship does ex-

ist, however, wage struggles can

weaken capital. This is because

capital reproduces itself by ex-

tracting surplus value from the

exploitation of workers. The
struggle for higher wages (forc-

ing capitalists to appropriate less

surplus value) can play a crucial

role in the development of both a

combative working class, and the

growth of a mass movement that

could ultimately challenge the

existence of capital.

Surplus Value

The capitalist mode ofproduction

is characterized by the funda-

mentally antagonistic social rela-

tions on which it depends—capi-

tal versus labor in the production

of surplus value. The production

of surplus value differentiates

capitalism from all other modes
of production (i.e.: feudalism,

slavery). Surplus value is the so-

cially determined worth of the

labor power that is used to trans-

form natural materials into com-
modities (goods for exchange),

measured in time.

portion is reinvested as capital for

the industry to expand.

This theft of value is exploitation.

A social relationship of domina-

tion permits exploitation. The

capitalist class dominates the

working class: 1) economically

via their ownership^ of the ‘means

of production (the monopoliza-

tion of society’s means of subsis-

tence); 2) politically via their state

apparatus (including the threat

and use of force); and 3) ideologi-

cally via their culture (media, re-

ligion, education, traditions, etc.).

The quantitative forms of surplus

value (and profit based on value)

are the result, an effect, of these

social relations.
'

These dynamics sustain and en-

rich the capitalists who do not

work, while workers struggle to

reproduce themselves. The sto-

len labor-power of the workers is

used to fund militaries, hospitals,

universities, and everything else

which ensures and reproduces

capitalism’s existence. Surplus

value is class struggle in the pro-

cess of capitalist production, the

struggle of the capitalists to con-

stantly dominate the workers in

order to eploit them.

It is important that we under-

stand surplus value as a social

process. It is not simply an eco-

ism: capital vs. labor. They help

build the militancy of the working

class and help train them to take

power. Wage struggles seek wage

reforms with the goal of abolish-

ing wages altogether. The abol-

ishment of wages is ultimately a

political struggle, which requires-

the role of proletarian revolution-

aries to organize revolution. In a

struggle for wages, we must be

aware of and combat reformism

and economism, which result in

the integration into the capitalist

system.

Organizing Wage Struggles

Wage struggles tackle the funda-

mental contradiction of capital-

ism: capital vs. labor. They help

build the militancy ofthe working

class and help train them to take

power. Wage struggles seek wage
reforms with the goal of abolish-

ing wages altogether. The abol-

ishment of wages is ultimately a

political struggle, which requires

the role of proletarian revolution-

aries to organize revolution.

There are two levels of organiza-

tion: a revolutionary level and a

democratic mass level. Both need

to function in relative autonomy,

but in a dialectical manner. The

revolutionary level constructs

political rapprochement with the

mass level with a goal of strug-

aware of and combat reformism

and economism, which result in

the integration into the capital-

ist system. For example, the civil

rights and the feminist movements

were able to be absorbed into

bourgeois democracy, because

their main focus was on economic

integration, “equality” within the

marketplace, rather than on the

question of fundamental political

power. One class did not over-

throw another to transform soci-

ety on a totally new basis; instead

the same capitalist class remained

in power, while slightly broaden-

ing its ranks, and expanding bour-

geois democratic rights, for the

reproduction of capital.

Revolution is the overthrow of one

class by another

The abolition ofwages is, in prin-

ciple, the collective appropriation

of the means of production by

the proletariat. To ignore wage
struggles is to deny and avoid the

immediate economic struggles of

the workers, which are one level

of class struggle (others are ideo-

logical and political). The work-

ing class should not abandon its

daily struggle against capital,

but should continuously advance

it for the objective of its collec-

tive appropriation ofthe means of

production, and the elimination

of classes once and for all.H
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SECTARIANISM

Overcoming Sectarianism in the Construction

of a Combative Mass Movement
by Jan Makandal

[NOTE: This is a briefexcerpt ofa much longer

article, which can be read at onestruggle.net].

As long as domination and exploitation ex-

ist, there will be resistance. The form and

content of resistance will be defined and deter-

mined by consciousness. We must take care that

mass struggle and resistance do not languish

at a level of political consciousness that allows

their recuperation by bourgeois alternatives in

the interest of capitalism.

Preventing this recuperation is the role of both

intermediate level and revolutionary level or-

ganizations. Both levels must be present in the

struggle to debunk bourgeois alternatives, while

simultaneously constructing autonomous alter-

natives that will enable the popular masses to

reject bourgeois alternatives. The masses must

be organically won over to face the onslaught of

capitalism and its organizations.

Many internal contradictions within the masses

are impeding their process of organizing and

unifying for their struggle and resistance against

domination and exploitation. One ofthese barri-

ers is sectarianism.

Sectarianism is the filtration of an historical

tendency of class domination to the level of

the dominated classes, for the reproduction of

class domination. In other words, it is an ide-

dividuals, but rather in the interests of social

classes. Any interpretation made by individuals

or groups-are for the objective benefit and in the

interests of social classes.

• Defining our positions as correct, outside and

absent of their validation through practice, lead-

ing to: bureaucratism and vanguardism.

There is no formula, no prescription to cure

us of sectarianism. Our only solution is class

struggle: to rupture with ideology that benefits

class domination, and to construct ideology that

serves the reproduction of collectivity.

Some General Guidelines:

• Theory as an interpretation and as a guide for

practice must not be partisan. Our acceptance or

rejection of ideas should be rational, not based

on emotion, prejudice, pre-held conceptions or

dogma.
• Theory must not be viewed as fixed or perma-

nent, but constant (in a constant mode of rectifi-

cation and consolidation).

• We must aim for theory to become collective

property.

• Theory must be submitted to the test of prac-

tice in order to be recognized as valid.

• Even when a theory has been collectively iden-

tified as having reached a certain level of fusion

with objective reality, that theory is still not per-

manent but in a constant mode of rectification

and consolidation (corresponding to the chang-

Feel The Revolution

in Your Senses

When you look from side to side

Tell me what you see

The homeless huddling for shelter

The rampant poverty '

The workers struggle to survive

While the bosses lock their chains

The revolution must come alive

If we want this to change

When you listen with both ears

Tell me what you hear

Our children cry at night with hunger

While the police escalate our fears

Politicians whisper behind closed

doors

Making life harrfer fnr n<i aanh vaar



class domination. In other words, it is an ide-

ology serving the dominant classes that infects

and takes shape in the people’s camp. It limits

our capacity to build unity for the construction

of mass and revolutionary organizations and/or

party.

Sectarianism is the error of viewing a second-

ary contradiction within the people’s camp as

a fundamental contradiction. It is the error of

mistaking an objective ally for a competitor or

even an enemy. It prevents the principled unity

that must be achieved ifwe are to defeat capital-

ism.

Sectarianism has its roots in individualism, in

the promotion of personification, self-identity

and self-centeredness that capitalism relies on

to divide the working class and stifle its collec-

tive strength. It serves the objective ofthe ruling

class to reinforce and consolidate the historical

ideological and political tendencies of capital-

ism, namely: private ownership and its ideologi-

cal manifestation as individualism.

• The spirit of unity is replaced by the spirit of

competition.

• Ideas become private property: individualism,

intellectualism and personality cuit.

• Ideas are permanent and fixed. This is a breed-

ing ground for dogmatism. (This is a very dan-

gerous error. Ideas and theories are interpreta-

tions of an objective reality that is constantly

evolving; thus the ideas must remain in a con-

stant mode of rectification and consolidation).

• A tendency to personify ideas/theories

through: labeling. The fundamental internal

dynamic of any objective social reality is class

struggle. The ideas and theories that interpret

this reality do not exist for the interests of in-

and consolidation (corresponding to the chang-

ing nature of objective reality).

• We must be humble. There is one road to lib-

eration, with many alternative paths being offered

that lead nowhere (the dominant one being re-

formism). We should have an open mind, al-

ways question ourselves and others, and be pre-

pared to rectify and consolidate when practice

validates theory. We should do this in the spirit

of reinforcing our unity. The correct theory be-

comes the collective guideline.

•Struggle against a backyard mentality, an urge

to secure for oneself personally a specific politi-

cal/ideological/theoretical domain (“my” ideas).

This error is a backbone of sectarianism.

•All ofour actions should serve the construction

of combative mass movement.

•Apply criticism and self-criticism under the

principle “demarcate to unite.”

•Theory is a level of class struggle for the re-

productions of classes and/or the relations of

classes.

The struggles between tendencies are impor-

tant for the health ofthe progressive movements

as well as revolutionary organizations. This

struggle must be waged for the sole purpose of

constructing and preserving unity, rather than

to compete. Struggle needs to be waged against

any fractional tendencies, and for the essential

principle of freedom of discussion and free-

dom of constructive criticism. Sectarians are

by nature bureaucratic, and tend to violate all

principles that can achieve unity either for the

construction of a mass movement or the unity

of revolutionaries.

ADVANCE THE STRUGGLE OF THE MASSES
AND DEFEAT CAPITALISM.

Making life harder for us each year

Revolution is our only answer

This much is very clear

When you see the many ills

Tell me what you feel

Sorrow for our uneducated youth?

Anger at how it’s all concealed?

How much longer must we stay

quiet?

Our children deserve true equality

It is time to start the riots

No longer will we be treated with

frivolity

Until we solve our revolutionary

puzzle

We will stand in unity!

It’s all one struggle

And together we can be free!

-Lauren Bury 09/19/2012
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WALMART

When Walmart Comes to Midtown
“Walmart doesn’t destroy small businesses, capitalism does.”

Walmart protest in Utah

by Ahmet Hassan

The title quote is from an ar-

ticle by Pablo Babanegra of

Miami Autonomy and Solidarity.

It sums up problems within lo'cal

movements fighting the entrance

of Walmart into their communities,

and focuses on the construction of

the Walmart Super Center in Mid-

town Miami (which has met in-

tense opposition from many Miami

residents). The article is well worth

reading. (Please see: miamiautono-

myandsolidarity.wordpress.com/)

The coming of a Walmart elicits in-

tense reactions. For many, Walmart

is the purest expression of the ills of

American capitalism. The company

has a record of labor and environ-

mental abuses, a history of elimi-

nating small businesses, lowering

wages, and intensifying job insecu-

rity in communities. These things

have a cumulative effect throughout

the national economy. Walmart is

the largest employer in the U.S. and

the third largest in the world. Their

labor practices are largely replicated

throughout the economy. Ifmostjobs

at Walmart are low-wage with no

benefits, and the corporation engag-

arts district. (Our previous piece

for Salty Eggs detailed the devel-

opment of gentrification in Wyn-

wood.) While diverging from the

typical trend in significant ways,

it shares many similarities to arts

gentrification around the country.

Low housing costs and cheap rents

attract artists. Through doing their

work and organizing events, they

give the neighborhood a reputation

for being hip. Soon small boutiques

open. What was once an unsuitable

neighborhood for a big box retailer

becomes an attractive option.

In an article published in the Miami

Herald, mortgage broker and real

estate consultant Grant Stern argued

that Walmart “just doesn’t fit the im-

age that so many have worked to create

for Midtown and the Wynwood Arts

District.” He also refers to the recent

proliferation of galleries, restaurants,

and bars as a “thriving experiment in

urban renewal.” Although effects on

the surrounding low-income neigh-

borhoods are mentioned, the crux of

the argument is that the hipness ofthe

area must be preserved. Another prob-

lem that opponents cite is the effect of

increased traffic. Walmart counters

This type of conflict will likely char-

acterize future disputes in Miami. It

is not between residents and the cor-

porate giant. Instead, it is an inter-

capitalist rivalry for the direction of

development. It is a battle between

gentrifiers seeking to commodify the

“character” of a neighborhood, and

corporations seeking to reap profits,

with both sides attempting to use the

pre-existing community as lever-

age. The politically and economically

dominant elements within these alli-

ances begin to determine the focus

and the outcomes, while the poor and

marginalized residents become rela-

tive non-actors.

This conflict exemplifies the limita-

tions faced regularly by anti-gentrifi-

cation activists. This is because both

views expressed at the beginning of

the piece are true: Walmart is simul-

taneously the ultimate example of

the ills ofcapitalism and the pinnacle

of business success. Capitalism as

an economic system is dependent on

growth and has a tendency to con-

solidate: This dependence on growth

and tendency to consolidate express

themselves through multiple eco-



benefits, and the corporation engag-

es in fierce anti-union activities, then

other employers must follow suit to

compete. Proponents of Walmart

think of this particular massive cor-

poration as being the ultimate goal of

all small businesses — a good, old-

fashioned business success.

Midtown Miami has recently be-

come home to countless bars,

restaurants, and boutique retail-

ers catering to the young, hip and

wealthy. Midtown borders the Mi-

ami neighborhood of Wynwood,
which has in the last decade been

transformed from an industrial,

predominantly Puerto Rican neigh-

borhood into a rapidly gentrifying

In July 2012, a proposal came be-

fore Miami’s Planning and Zoning

Board, to allow the construction of

loading bays on North Miami Av-

enue as far south as Northeast 29th

Street. This would put the proposed

site of the Midtown Walmart well

within the allowable area. Upwards

of 200 people showed up to debate

the issue, including representatives

ofD.D.R. Development Corp, the de-

veloper contracted for the construc-

tion. The measure was voted down

by the Board 9 to 0. Many who were

opposed saw this as a brazen attempt

by the city to grease the wheels in

service to Walmart and D.D.R.

increased traffic. Walmart counters

that low-income residents would ben-

efit from a source of low-cost food,

retail items, and jobs, and cites the

support ofWynwood Historic Home-

owners Association. (Though the

value ofsupport ofthe representatives

ofa homeowner’s association must be

questioned in a neighborhood where

the vast majority rent).

Opposition to Walmart in this com-

munity has created a strange alliance

of activists, property owners, and fac-

tions of the real estate industry. The

groups involved have diverging inter-

ests determined by their relationship

to property and to the multiple layers

of gentrification that have occurred.

themselves through multiple eco-

nomic and political phenomena in-

cluding monopolization, regulatory

capture, and imperialism. These fac-

ets of capitalism manifest as corpo-

rations like Walmart, entities that are

so large that they can alter the market

with their actions. This phenomenon

can be stemmed temporarily through

regulation, but is ultimately unavoid-

able within the framework of capital-

ism. The lesson is that we will not be

able to take control of our communi-

ties without fighting for the econom-

ic and political self-determination

of our communities. Ultimately, the

fight against gentrification is also

a fight against the internal logic of

capitalism.

ENVIRONMENT

Stop The Keystone XL Pipeline

continuedfront page 5

duce it: the working class. This is the only class

that can follow through to the end, to actually

defeat capitalism. In line with that orientation,

we should build alliances and offer solidarity

for every form of autonomous (not co-opted

by collaborationist unions) struggle. Because

capitalism is at a global stage of imperialism,

the struggle against it is also global. Inside the

imperialist social formations, we must fight

imperialism, as well, as build solidarity for the

struggles against imperialism by the interna-

tional working class.

To liberate the world from the domination of

capitalism, workers must overturn political

domination (smash the current state and seize

political power) in order to take the means of

production and subsistence out of private hands.

Only then can profit be abolished. When the

profit resulting from surplus value is no longer

the motive force of expansion of production,

then will we be free to figure out, and imple-

ment, a way of life that can be sustainable.

For now, our enemy is stronger than we are. We
have to overcome that, and deal with the fact

that if we begin to be effective, they will com-

mit any conceivable atrocity to crush us. But

we are potentially stronger than them. We have

right on our side. We outnumber them. When
we organize ourselves, we will be unstoppable.

Stop the Keystone XL pipeline: absolutely.

But let’s not delude ourselves that that will be

enough, or even close. Capitalism could easily

absorb that loss and flow around it. If we keep

on fighting its effects, we will never solve the

problem. There is no quick fix. To stop ecocide,

we must wage class struggle to overturn the

entire system of global capitalism, all forms of

domination that comprise that system and keep

it in place, the entire matrix of social relations

that brings tar sands oil pipelines into existence

in the first place.
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IMPERIALISM

Disposable

People:
Sometimes “Silence is Betrayal” (MLK)

By Hanna Essenburg

On NBC’s Meet The Press, Presi-

dent Obama claimed that the Sandy

Hook Elementary School shoot-

ings, where 20 first-graders and six

adults were slaughtered by a men-

tally disturbed gunman — “Was

The Worst Day OfMy Presidency.”

“Really?” I thought. Don’t get me
wrong, Sandy Hook was a crime &
a terrible tragedy, but I wondered:

“What crosses Obama’s mind when

he reads reports stating the casual-

ties, including children, who are the

victims ofhis secret drone strikes in

Pakistan, Yemen, etc?’

The children who were killed in

Sandy Hook meant the world to their

parents and we grieve with them;

yet as a society, we seem indifferent

to the tears shed by heartbroken par-

ents in Afghanistan, Iraq, Pakistan,

Yemen and elsewhere. Perhaps the

Disposable People

Great minds wasted:

Disposable people,

Disposable earth,

We treat each other and the

earth as being disposable —

Garbage,

People, the Planet.

Not taken care of worthless.

Garbage piled up due to all our

stuff.

Our stuffmade ofthe blood,

sweat and tears by

Workers in:

Bangladesh,

China, and...

Prison labor right here in the

good old U. S. A.

Where does it end?

When do we say

enough?

But sometimes we can salvage

Submitted by Linda Belgrave

Hundreds of children have been mur-

dered in US drone strikes on Pakistan

and Yemen, ordered by President Obama

during his first term (information com-

piled by The Bureau of Investigative

Journalism<http://www.thebureauinves-

tigates.com/)
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Sanaullah Jan
|

17
|

male

Maezol Khan
|
8 |

female

Nasir Khan
|

male

Naeem Khan
|
male

Naeemullah
|

male

Mohammad Tahir
|
16

|
male

Azizul Wahab
|
15

|

male

Fazal Wahab
|
16

|

male

Ziauddin
|
16

|
male

Mohammad Yunus
|
16

|

male

Fazal Hakim
|
19

|

male

Ilyas
|
13

|

male

Sohail
|
7

|

male

Asadullah
|
9

|

male

khalilullah
|
9

|

male

Noor Mohammad
|
8

|

male

Khalid
|

12
|

male

Shaukat
|
14

|

male

Inayatur Rahman
|
17

|

male

Salman
|
12

|
male

Fazal Wahab
|

18
|

male

Baacha Rahman
|
13

|

male

Wali-ur-Rahman
|
17

|
male

Iftikhar
|
17

(
male

Inayatullah
|
15

|

male

Mashooq Khan
|
16

|
male

Ihsanullah
|
16

|

male

Luqman
|
12

(
male

Jannatullah
|
13

|

male

Ismail
|
12

|

male

Abdul Waris
|
16

|

male

Darvesh
j
13

|
male

Ameer Said
|
15

|
male

Shaukat
|
14

|

male

Inayatur Rahman
|
17

|

male

Adnan
|
16

|

male

Najibullah
|
13

j
male

Naeemullah
|
17

|

male

Hizbullah
(
10

j

male

Kitab Gul
|
12

j
male

Wilayat Khan
|

1 1 |

male

Zabihullah
|
16

|

male

Shehzad Gul
|
11

|

male

Shabir
|
15

|

male

Qari Sharifullah
|
17

|
male

Shafiullah
|
16

|

male

Nimatullah
|
14

|

male

Shakirullah
|
16

|

male

Talha
|
8

|
male

YEMEN
Afrah Ali Mohammed Nasser

1

9
[
female

Zayda Ali Mohammed Nasser
1 7 1

female

Hoda Ali Mohammed Nasser
1 5 1

female

Sheikha Ali Mohammed Nasser
|
4 |

fe-



Yemen and elsewhere. Perhaps the

message is that some people matter

more than others.

In a world that constantly insists

that some ofus are worthless, some

of us are disposable, let’s change

the message & follow the path of

Martin Luther King, Jr. who said “I

have a dream”, rather than the cur-

rent Obama’s policy of: “I have a

drone.”

Drones are making the world less

secure and creating new enemies.

Their remoteness provides those

responsible with a sense of impu-

nity: “We can do this, who, is going

to stop us? If they try, we’ll reign

death from above”.

Let’s Ban Weaponized Drones from

the World and share Howard Zinn’s

message:

“I wonder how the foreign policies of

the United States would look if we
wiped out the national boundaries of

the world, at least in our minds, and

thought of all children everywhere

as our own. Then we could never

drop an atomic bomb on Hiroshima,

or napalm on Vietnam, or wage war

anywhere, because wars, especially

in our time, are always wars against

children, indeed our children.” .

Since I mentioned disposable peo-

ple earlier, I’d like to end with a

poem.

enuugri:

But sometimes we can salvage

trash

And make something beautiful...

From Garbage -

Landfill Harmonic is afilm

about:

Inspiring Dreams One Note at

a Time...

A remarkable orchestra

From a remote village in Para-

guay...

Where children manage to play

In a Recycled

Orchestra

With instruments madefrom
Our discarded items...

Imagine: the body ofa cello

madefrom
A discarded metal canister,

A violin made ofscrap metal

And discarded wood.

Turning Trash into Musical

Treasure.

The Recycled Orchestra

Knows how to make

Beautiful music

Keep Playing,

Keep Dreaming,

Stay in the Game...

As the Lorax once said:

“Unless someone like you cares

a whole awful lot,

Nothing is going to get better.

It’s not”.
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Khalid
|
12

|
male

Saifullah
|
9

|

male

Mashooq Jan
|
15

|

male

Nawab
|
17

|

male

Sultanat Khan
|
16

|
male

Ziaur Rahman
|
13

|

male

Noor Mohammad
|
15

|

male

Mohammad Yaas Khan
|
16

|

male

Qari Alamzeb
|
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|

male

Ziaur Rahman
|
17

|

male

Abdullah
|
18

|

male

Ikramullah Zada
|
17

|

male

Inayatur Rehman
|
16

|

male

Shahbuddin
|
15

|

male

Yahya Khan
|

16 |male

Rahatullah |17
|

male

Mohammad Salim
|

1
1 |

male

Shahjehan
|
15

j
male

Gul Sher Khan
|
15

|

male

Bakht Muneer
|
14

|
male

Numair
|
14

|

male

Mashooq Khan
|
16

|

male

Ihsanullah
|
16

|

male

Luqman
|
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j

male

Jannatullah
|
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|

male '

Ismail
|
12

|

male

Taseel Khan
|
18

|

male

Zaheeruddin
|
16

|

male

Qari Ishaq
|
19

|

male

Jamshed Khan
|
14

|

male

Alam Nabi
|
11

|
male

Qari Abdul Karim
|

19
|
male

Rahmatullah
|
14

|

male

Abdus Samad
|
17

|

male

Siraj
|
16

|

male

Saeedullah
|

17
|

male

Abdul Waris
|

16
|

male

Darvesh
|
13

[
male

Ameer Said
|
15

|
male

Sheikha Ali Mohammed Nasser
|
4

|

fe-

male

Ibrahim Abdullah Mokbel Salem Louqye

1 13
|

male

Asmaa Abdullah Mokbel Salem Louqye

1 9 1

male

Salma Abdullah Mokbel Salem Louqye

1 4 1

female

Fatima Abdullah Mokbel Salem Louqye

1 3 |

female

Khadije Ali Mokbel Louqye
1 1 1

female

Hanaa Ali Mokbel Louqye
1 6 ( female

Mohammed Ali Mokbel Salem Louqye

1 4 1

male

Jawass Mokbel Salem Louqye
|
15

|

fe-

male

Maryam Hussein Abdullah Awad
j
2

|

female

Shafiq Hussein Abdullah Awad
|

1
|

fe-

male

Sheikha Nasser Mahdi Ahmad Bouh
|

3

|

female

Maha Mohammed Saleh Mohammed
|

12
1

male

Soumaya Mohammed Saleh Mohammed

1 9 1

female

Shafika Mohammed Saleh Mohammed
|

4
1

female

Shafiq Mohammed Saleh Mohammed
|

2
1

male

Mabrook Mouqbal A1 Qadari
j
13

1

male

Daolah Nasser 10 years
1 10

1
female

AbedalGhani Mohammed Mabkhout
1
12

|

male

Abdel- Rahman Anwar al Awlaki
|
16

|

male

Abdel-Rahman al-Awlaki
1 17

1

male

Nasser Salim 1
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GENTRIFICATION

The Wynwood Big Buy:
How a Few Wealthy Developers Misappropriated Street Art to Jump Start Gentrification

by Ahmet Hassan

Graffiti, in one form or another, has been a

form of human expression since, the birth

of our species. Its modern incarnation devel-

oped during the late 1960s in the Northeastern

United States, primarily in Philadelphia and

New York. A few aspects differentiated it from

simply writing political slogans or obscenities in

public spaces and on private property. One was

the practice of “bombing,” or writing stylized

versions of an artist’s name in as many locations

as possible. Its origin is credited to two graffiti

writers who went by the tag names of Cornbread

and Cool Earl, who gained notoriety and limited

local press coverage in Philadelphia, Bombing

soon spread to New York City, which became

widely acknowledged as the epicenter of street

art. Although some admired the novelty of the

practice, its illegal nature and association with

gang activity and criminality led many to per-

ceive bombing and graffiti as a social menace.

Graffiti continued to develop and expand during

the ’70s. New calligraphic elements were invent-

ed, and graffiti writers in New York moved from

the streets into the subway system. Writers ex-

perimented with new techniques. For example,

replacing the nozzles of spray bottles with noz-

zles from other aerosol products increased spray

widths, allowing much larger pieces. Soon writ-

ers were able to cover entire subway cars. Tags

also became more elaborate as writers incorpo-

big boxes and national chains are not far behind.

Meanwhile, original residents are displaced be-

cause of increased housing costs, and developers

make a tidy profit.

But Wynwood’s case was unusual; its transfor-

mation was not artist-led.

Instead, the development of Wynwood into an

arts community was entirely the project of a

few wealthy gallery owners and real estate de-

Goldman came to the neighborhood in 2004 to

quickly buy up the majority of the warehouses.

Goldman Properties and Jonathon Levine Gal-

lery own 80 different properties between them,

controlling most of physical space of the neigh-

borhood. Wynwood Walls was conceived as an

open air gallery of street art, which would sit

adjacent to another of Goldman’s projects, Wyn-

wood Kitchen and Bar. Renowned graffiti artists

from all over the world were invited to Gold-

man’s sprawling complex between 25th and 26th



How did this street art become privateproperty?

also became more elaborate as writers incorpo-

rated symbols and pictures into their designs. In

1979, the first gallery show dedicated to graffiti

was held in Rome, organized by Fab 5 Freddy

and graffiti artist Lee Quinones. Graffiti contin-

ued to grow in popularity throughout the ’80s,

with the general spread ofthe hip-hop subculture

with which it was closely associated. This set the

stage for graffiti and street art to enter into the

world of gallery art in the 1990s, and its rampant

commercialization in the 2000s.

As graffiti emerged in the Northeast, Wynwood
was a Miami neighborhood in transition. During

the first half of the century, residents primarily

worked in garment factories and manufactur-

ing plants. As a result of immigration patterns

during this period, Wynwood became home to

a large and thriving Puerto Rican community.

As industries began to relocate their factories

overseas to take advantage of lower labor costs,

Wynwood, like many other blue-collar manufac-

turing towns throughout the U.S., also began to

decline. Within two decades, Wynwood would

lose 60 percent of its garment manufacturers and

associated industries, and was additionally hard-

hit by the recession of the early 1970s.

But this turned around during the last two de-

cades as Wynwood underwent a process of gen-

trification, in which graffiti and street art played

a very significant role. Typically, arts-led gentri-

fication occurs when a low-income community
with low housing values and cheap rents be-

comes the site of an influx of young artists and

their cohorts, who form loose associations and

host events until the neighborhood gains a repu-

tation for being hip. Soon thereafter, real estate

developers and boutique retailers show up; the

velopers. In 1993, the Rubell family purchased

a 40,000-square-foot warehouse and converted

it into a gallery. Between 1998 and 2002, many
other wealthy investors came into the neighbor-

hood, some from Miami but most from New
York. Bernice Steinbaum, Marty Margulies,

Brook Dorsch, and others set up galleries. In

the 2000s, large real estate developers rushed

to convert warehouses into gallery spaces and

artists’ lofts, lobbying to have the buildings re-

zoned to their liking. They initiated a concerted

effort to attract people to the area with a series

of events called “Roving Fridays,” which eventu-

ally morphed into the second Saturday Art Walk.

The gentrification project was crowned in 2009

with Wynwood Walls, a creation of Gold-

man Properties and its owner Tony Goldman.

streets to create 12 large outdoor murals. Since

its completion, Wynwood Walls and Wynwood
Kitchen and Bar have become major attractions

for the now widely attended art walks.

Graffiti and street art, expressions born of im-

poverished inner cities during the waning period

of American industry, became stylistic cover for

what was essentially an organized land grab by

a few wealthy families and institutions. Graffiti

has been recuperated by capitalism, accepted by

the mainstream art world and turned into its op-

posite. Originally an expression by marginalized

people of defiance against private’ property, in

Wynwood it has been cynically used as “street

cred” for the reinforcement of private property

interests, for the transformation of a low income

neighborhood into a swanky arts district.

onestruggle.net *13



versions of an artist’s name in as many locations

as possible. Its origin is credited to two graffiti

writers who went by the tag names ofCornbread

and Cool Earl, who gained notoriety and limited

local press coverage in Philadelphia. Bombing
soon spread to New York City, which became

widely acknowledged as the epicenter of street

art. Although some admired the novelty of the

practice, its illegal nature and association with

gang activity and criminality led many to per-

ceive bombing and graffiti as a social menace.

Graffiti continued to develop and expand during

the ’70s. New calligraphic elements were invent-

ed, and graffiti writers in New York moved from

the streets into the subway system. Writers ex-

perimented with new techniques. For example,

replacing the nozzles of spray bottles with noz-

zles from other aerosol products increased spray

widths, allowing much larger pieces. Soon writ-

ers were able to cover entire subway cars. Tags

also became more elaborate as writers incorpo-

rated symbols and pictures into their designs. In

1979, the first gallery show dedicated to graffiti

was held in Rome, organized by Fab 5 Freddy

and graffiti artist Lee Quinones. Graffiti contin-

ued to grow in popularity throughout the ’80s,

with the general spread ofthe hip-hop subculture

with which it was closely associated. This set the

stage for graffiti and street art to enter into the

world of gallery art in the 1990s, and its rampant

commercialization in the 2000s.

As graffiti emerged in the Northeast, Wynwood
was a Miami neighborhood in transition. During

the first half of the century, residents primarily

worked in garment factories and manufactur-

ing plants. As a result of immigration patterns

during this period, Wynwood became home to

a large and thriving Puerto Rican community.
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overseas to take advantage of lower labor costs,
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IMPERIALISM

Wealth and

Ready-Made Garments
by Anu Muhammad
Anu Muhammad is with the Department of Economics, Jahangirnagar

University, Dhaka, Bangladesh. This is a briefexcerpt ofhis article, reprinted

withpermission. For thefull textplease see meghbarta. info or onestruggle.net

B angladesh’s ready-made garments industry has taken the low road to

competitive advantage. Local capitalists, the big retailers and west-

ern governments are reaping the benefits of the super-exploitation and

repression of the (mostly women) workers. Inevitably, the resistance of

the victims is taking shape. The annual turnover of the readymade gar-

ments (RMG) industry in Bangladesh is now almost $9 billion; it employs

around 3.5 million workers, more than 80% of them women. RMG ac-

count for nearly 80% of the country’s export earnings and are the second

largest source of the nation’s foreign currency after remittances.
•

According to official estimates, nearly 4,500 garment factories are now in

operation in the country, some of these factories work as subcontractors

of the bigger ones. Over 70% of these factories are located in and around

Dhaka, the capital city. The rapid expansion of this export-oriented indus-

try has given the industrial sector a new landscape. The RMG industry

has also created a huge labour force, mostly women, with lower wages and

severe regimentation. Many workers were tortured and killed for their at-

tempts to organise struggles for rights and decent levels of living.

Neo-liberal Agenda: As a newly independent country, Bangladesh inher-

ited some big industrial enterprises in jute, textile, steel and sugar. Most of

these were initially established with state patronage or with huge subsidies,

and later owned by Pakistani big business houses. They were abandoned by

them after independence in December 1971, and nationalised in early 1972.

. These enterprises formed the industrial mainstay of the newly independent

country. They had strong trade unions mostly organised by the left par-

ties. Workers ofthese big enterprises, located mostly in Dhaka, Khulna and

Chittagong, had been organised and were politically active since the early

1960s. They played a crucial role in the political movement against military

Deprivation:

Industry in Bangladesh
With the co-option of labour leaders into the ruling elite, corruption in as-

sociation with management became common practice. This was sufficient

reason for the spread of mistrust among workers against the leaders, and

weakened the power of the trade unions to assert the workers’ agenda.

With the World Bank’s privatisation projects, a number oftop labour'lead-

ers were bribed in various ways, including foreign trips to ensure the suc-

cess of privatisation. Gradually most ofthese trade unions became tools of

the ruling party and were thus alienated from the general workers.

Corrupt practices have contributed to a loss of credibility and a decline

*in the' strength of the trade unions. From the 1980s, the industrial sector

became a direct victim of “structural adjustment programmes” and the

increasing influence of neo-liberal policy pushed by the World Bank and

the International Monetary Fund (Muhammad 2006a). Privatisation of

state-owned enterprises, downsizing of industrial units, closing down of

“loss-making” enterprises and retrenchment of workers have been a high

priority of successive governments. The “reforms” resulted in the erosion

ofpublic enterprises, eventually leading to de-industrialisation and conse-

quent widespread unemployment.

The process was at its peak in 2002 with the closure ofAdamjee Jute Mills,

the world’s largest jute enterprise. The demise of this enterprise was ar-

ranged in the name of “jute sector development” with a $250 million loan

from the World Bank. The neo-liberal policy and the institutional reforms

that had shaped the government actions also had a strong ideological-politi-

cal dimension. These reforms were intended to dismantle old industries, ex-

pand the domain of private capital, and smash workers’ strongholds. More-

over, they were intended to create a large pool of labour - disorganised,

scattered, unable to assert its rights, and forced to accept low wages.

The evolution of the export-oriented RMG industry in Bangladesh coin-

cided with these reforms. The new industry enjoyed policy and material

support from both the government and the international financial insti-



1960s. They played a crucial role in the political movement against military

rule led by general Ayub Khan, the mass uprising in 1969 and later, the

war of independence in 1971. After independence, all governments, civil or

military, did all they could to capture these trade unions. They even resorted

to violence and killing to gain control and install corrupt persons in the

trade union leadership. Abuse oftrade unions went to its extreme during the

1980s under military rule, with general Ershad in the saddle.

support from both the government and the international financial insti-

tutions. It also had other favourable factors including quotas under the

multi-fibre agreement that ensured an international market. The new rich

were looking for high-profit investment opportunities; they became the

new owners. A huge pool of unemployed young women from poor fami-

lies, ready to work for rock bottom wages and longer working hours, made

up the work force.

SWEATSHOPS

Exploitation in Fashion
continuedfrom page 1

($1.20 per hour). The next country up is Brazil at

five cents per minute. In other parts of Asia, the

salaries are about the same. In the Dominican

Republic the cost of labor to produce a typical,

single T-shirt is 29 cents. That same shirt, much

like the one you may be wearing now, costs a

third of that to produce in Haiti.

This supply chain does nothing to create more

than a very small, token number of American

jobs (like quality control manager or accoun-

tant). Even the customer service representa-

tives that take the orders for clothing (if sold

through a catalog or online), are based in over-

seas call centers. Even with duty rates of up to

40 percent of cost price, the owners are charg-

ing consumers a 65 percent profit margin or

markup on top of that. In other words, own-

ers are making millions or billions, while the

workers who actually sew, press and fold the

garments are making pennies.

In addition, the salaries of apparel designers in

the states are also losing ground. As of 2012, an

apparel designer with five or more years of on-

the-job experience (plus a degree) earns about

$53,500 annually. In the 1980s, this same job

provided $70,000 per year. These salaries are

not paid to famous designers, but rather to regu-

lar employees of design companies. Even this

job, which cannot be easily outsourced (yet),

isn’t keeping up with inflation — on the con-

trary. This demonstrates the failure of capital-

ism for everyone who works for a living.

This arrangement that garment industry capital-

ists have developed over the decades has been an

outstanding success for them in terms of profits

and getting around organized labor in the States,

but it is not invincible. If Haitian textile work-

ers all walked off the job demanding at least five

cents per minute at the same time that Brazil-

ian workers walked off demanding eight cents

per minute, they could start a hemispheric strike

that would force the capitalists to give in because

they’d have nowhere else to go. There is no ma-

chinery in the United States anymore, and these

companies can’t turn ships around quickly.

With their global neoliberal agenda supported by

favorable trade agreements and institutions such

as the World Bank and IMF, capitalists get away

with paying overseas workers starvation wages.

But workers, if they are organized, could turn

the tables on them. Many big companies have

all of their eggs in one basket: in one factory,

or in one country (or two countries max). They

are not as agile as one would expect. It would

take them several weeks to change factories —
so they could conceivably be held over the ropes

for up to 10-11 weeks by organized workers de-

manding better wages and conditions.

A historic failure of the labor movement in the

United States is that is has thus far been unable

to form a response to globalization. The only way

that the labor movement can recover is by devel-

oping an internationalist character. Through a

confluence of circumstances, capital has become

global.v It can move globally with minimal dif-

ficulty, and has become capable of producing

the world we live in today, with all the associ-

ated exploitation, alienation and environmental

degradation. Labor, too, must become global

through the development of strong, international

solidarity networks and coordinated internation-

al action. Only then can we reverse the course of

neoliberalism, and wake up from the nightmare

of domination. The garment industry is possibly

the clearest example of this need.B
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SOCIALISM OR BARBARISM?

Facing the Tipping Point of American Civilization
by Brian Stetten

[NOTE: This is a briefexcerpt ofa

much longer article, which can be

read at onestruggle.net],

When on Earth are we go-

ing to wake up and 'begin

questioning the very nature of our

economic and political systems?

In June of last year, Conservative

Member of Parliament Cecil Par-

kinson on BBC made the surreal

statement, “The capitalists are

destroying capitalism.” He stated

this with a certain amount of sur-

prise, as if he was saying to him-

self, “Why are they doing this?

Eventually, they will only hurt

themselves.”

Karl Marx warned of this over a

hundred years ago predicting that

capitalism would destroy itself

through liquidity crisis, through

competition driving down work-

ers’ wages to where they could

not afford to buy the products or

services they produced, and that

economic competition would lead

to powerful monopolies which

would destroy small businesses.

Yet this collapse of capitalism

never happened. As the worse

of abuses and exploitation took

After the stagflation that occurred

under Jimmy Carter, conservative

think tanks jumped in and pushed

a highly ideological program that

consisted of deregulation, and

free trade agreements that meant

setting workers in varying coun-

tries in direct competition with

each other while capital could

flow freely. Free market ideology

also meant sharply reducing taxes

on the rich by the notion that their

wealth Would ‘trickle down’ to the

remaining population. The further

suppression and destruction of the

labor unions and their ability to

collectively bargain was also part

of this ideology.

As the New Deal apparatus was

dismantled over the past four

decades, the measures that once

rescued capitalism are no longer

there to protect the system from

abuses. Karl Marx is currently

being proven correct as a huge

transfer of wealth has shifted

from 99% of the population into

the hands of -less than one tenth

of one percent of the total popu-

lation. A highly class-conscious

war has been waged on the ma-

jority of Americans, and yet we
stand by apathetic, hoping that Just this past June 15, former U.K. higher immorality of the elites
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or abuses and exploitation took

its toll on workers, the workers

found ways of pushing back. In

a 2012 Time magazine article ad-

dressing challenges to the “Amer-

ican dream”, the author makes it

clear that the income inequality

between the rich and the poor is

even greater than it was during

the Great Depression. In actual-

ity, the income inequality has

never been this bad throughout

America’s entire history. Dur-

ing the Great Depression, labor

movements and far left parties

united and pushed the Franklin

D. Roosevelt administration to-

wards the New Deal. Government
regulations were put in place to

prevent some of the worst abuses

of capitalism and Unions gained

more prominence and power. Af-

ter this period, we had the growth

of the middle class.

So, Karl Marx’s prediction was
proven wrong, or was it?

Beginning in the early 1980s,

Ronald Reagan in the United

States and Margaret Thatcher

in England, began a program

of what was referred to as ‘The

Washington Consensus,’ an eco-

nomic program that came under

many names - neo-liberal eco-

nomics, supply-side economics,

free market fundamentalism: all

basically laissez-faire capitalism.

stand by apathetic, hoping that

if we just happen to elect that

right person, perhaps it will all

go away.

Since the beginning of the ‘Wash-

ington Consensus’, wages have

been stagnant or decreasing for

the majority of Americans, while

those of the elite have increased

by nearly three hundred percent.

The middle class itself is effec-

tively becoming a dream of days

past. The U.S. economic system

experiences financial crisis after

financial crisis, and each time it

becomes far more expensive to

bail it out. However, as Profes-

sor Colin Crouch points out in his

book, The Strange Non-Death of
Neo-Liberalism, while the current

economic system benefits the top

elite so well, they will do anything

in their power to make sure it stays

in place. Our economic system re-

wards greed and self-centered be-

havior and depends on it to thrive.

As the economic inequality wors-

ens, the morality declines and in-

humanity floats to the surface. Do
we truly want to become a society

of backstabbers? Worse yet is the

total failure of our institutions of

democracy, as the elite easily buy

the politicians through campaign

donations, powerful lobbying,

and composing their laws while

sculpting their characters through

the media.

Just this past June 15, former U.K.

Prime Minister Tony Blair admit-

ted that News Corp. CEO Rupert

Murdoch pressured him into join-

ing the United States in the war
on Iraq. Just recently, it has been

reported a number of times, that

casino billionaire, Sheldon Adel-

son wants a war with Iran, and he

is willing to pay
?
for it. He said he

would donate up to $100 million

to former Governor Mitt Romney
to get that war at all costs. Shel-

don Adelson is the same character

who funded the Clarion Project

to produce the film ‘The Third Ji-

had’ with the deliberate intention

of promoting Islamophobia.

As the moral fabric of our society

ends up in shreds, you can see it

filter down through the media,

and then to our people. Who can

forget the behavior of youthful

Americans hitting the streets and

cheering the death of Osama Bin

Laden? What Americans would

cheerfully send in donations to

George Zimmerman adding up

to $150,000 for killing a black

youth? Who can forget Tea Party

members marching with extreme-

ly racist signs? At another Repub-

lican debate, audience members
cheering on the idea of a fellow

citizen dying due to lack of health

insurance coverage. These are

not surprising if one refers back

to C.W. Mills who stated that the

higher immorality of the elites

becomes accepted and essentially

a feature of the mass society. In

other words, the mass society it-

self is also left without any moral

standards to hold on to, or even

rise against.

Now, here is the issue today. The

failure of the Democratic Party to

be able to seriously breach even

the surface of the above issues

is a clear indication that there is

no possible third way between

neo-liberal policies and a radical

anti-capitalist alternative. As both

parties have moved so far to the

right, Republicans are acting as

fascists and Democrats as capital-

ism apologists.

The Marxists are proving that

they were right all along as we
face barbarism unless we move
beyond capitalism to a socialist

alternative. The very fate of the

human race hangs in the balance

ofwhether we can actually change

the underlying nature of our eco-

nomic and political systems.

The question remaining is, then,

can social mobilization break the

resistance of the dominant rich

elite class and seriously contest

the neo-liberal order? As past ex-

perience tells us, it certainly will

not come from dependence on the

electoral system.
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MAY DAY IS OUR DAY!
Long Live Workers Struggles!

Stop the Cutbacks!
No Welfare for the 1 Percent! No Austerity for Workers!

Legalize All Undocumented Immigrants!

Stop Stop & Frisk!

A Fair and Just Minimum Wage!

Join us for an International Worker Solidarity Forum:

Fighting Sweatshops in Haiti

& Around the World
Friday, May 10th 2013 at 6 PM, CWA Local 1180

6 Harrison Street (basement), Manhattan
(bet. Hudson and Greenwich Sts.)

#1 to Franklin St or A,C, E, 2 or 3 to Chambers St

Speakers from Haiti, Bangladesh, Honduras,

El Salvador, Dominican Republic, and the US. .

.

MINUSTAH US/UN Troops Out Of Haiti!

Reparation and Justice for Victims of UN Cholera!

Sponsored by: The Haiti Anti-Sweatshop Committee (212-781-5157)
Endorsed by: The Batay Ouvriye Solidarity Network, One Struggle NY

Spoils of War
By Ricardito

The thorns of a rose show the path ofhow it grows

Those who claim the shores

Are the same ones who wage devastating wars

They make people kill

As their oil is spilled

Join the Rapid Response Network

BUILD SOLIDARITY

with Workers' Struggles

The Rapid Response Network has been initiated to

offer prompt solidarity to the struggles of workers against

exploitation and repression, and to alert groups and

individuals of situations that could benefit from immediate

attention.

Our aim is to coordinate our efforts with workers with

whom we have organized ties and a certain level of politi-

cal unity, to publicize and build support for their struggles,

under their guidance and in their interests.

Struggles of workers for decent wages and working con-

ditions, plus the right to organize, are constantly met with

severe punishment. We must not passively accept the pres-

ence of products on store shelves without understanding

—

and actively opposing—the harsh conditions of exploitation

and repression under which they were produced.

Network actions will include:

• Name & Shame: leafleting and demonstrations at retail

locations.
• *

• Contacting specific companies who contract with factories



As their oil is spilled

Their classmates gave them permission to drill

It doesn’t take skill

To control the machine

Just the power to make a nightmare your dream

Living in houses on hills

Surrounding the city

,

Taken against their will

To be placed in conditions rats pity

Trapped in a system which would never allow

Them to see better

Dark murky clouds

Might as well forever

cover the favelas

ye life is hard when constantly in fear of shootouts and death squads

Yet amazing sounds

Emerge from the drums

Of underdeveloped slums

Repression always meets

resistance

Congressional seats oversee the greatest distance Beaten, battered.

Blood splattered

accumulation of luxury masturbated hypocrisy forced off the land

by those who control

lives in their hands preaching redemption of souls

as former farmers are forced into cities

they make a beautiful world so gritty

now the worker has no job as rulers in towers continue to rob

all the wealth of labor

the riches of the planet they create safe havens

for epidemics and famines

ever wonder why

in a world of so much

so many are stranded?

Poverty doesn’t fall from the sky,

those who toil will one day foil the design of the architects of theft
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• Contacting specific companies who contract with factories

that violate workers’ rights.

• Participation in actions with workers with whom we have

political unity.and building solidarity with these struggles.

What you can do right now:

• Organize phone-in parties to confront business that refuse

to respect the rights of workers.

• Distribute Network information and leaflets, online and

wherever you go.

• Arrange a presentation by One Struggle in your school,

church, or community center.

• Research and investigation into working conditions inter-

nationally.

• Donate or raise funds and other material support for work-

ers’ campaigns, and for workers wrongly fired or on strike.

To be notified of specific campaigns, please send us your

email address and other contact information. To work more

closely with us, please contact us directly and let us know

what you’d like to do.

onestruggle.southflorida@gmail.com

OneStruggle.net

The Rapid Response Network is initiated by One Struggle,

an independent and autonomous anti-capitalist/anti-impe-

rialist collective. Network participants do not necessarily

share One Struggle’s overall viewpoints, but unite for the

single purpose


